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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable, building upon the video material previously produced and released in December 2016, now
presents the second set of five –of a total of ten- Motivational videos that have been developed, which aim to
raise awareness about food waste, and to engage various user groups in food saving and redistribution
activities through the SavingFood platform.
Specifically, the five additional videos - Farmers’ markets/ SavingFood ambassador/ Use of the Platform to
save food/ Corporate Social Responsibility/ Social welfare organisations- have been produced with the aim of
encouraging participation and involvement in the various activities facilitated and promoted via the
SavingFood platform.

2 Introduction
This deliverable is part of Work Package six (WP6), which involves the dissemination and exploitation of the
SavingFood project. Specifically, it is the second of the two deliverables that “Task 6.2: Motivational and
Training Material” comprises, and is due in two phases: D6.4-M11 and D6.6- M18.
Taking into consideration the twofold target of the material, to be both informative and motivational, the list
of the ten videos comprises both generic –awareness raising- videos about the food waste problem and
SavingFood platform-specific videos. It has been decided by project partners that all 10 videos will be animated
videos with voice-over narration (in English). Each pilot partner will take care of the translation & voice-over
in their respective languages.
From the conceptual stage and throughout the production execution (script writing and narration, design of
illustrations, motion design, sound design, voice over), Boroume’s role consisted in: conducting research,
drafting proposals, consolidating remarks and suggestions by partners, closely cooperating with the
production company in order to attain the desired result.
Objectives: The aim of this deliverable is to raise public awareness on food waste, provide information on food
waste prevention practices, and support the overall targets relating to behavioural change, a focal point of our
project. In relation to the latter, the videos draw from the analysis and findings in the framework of the
behavioural change strategy, as well as the engagement strategy of the SavingFood project, as laid down in
D2.5.
The videos will be used as a means of reaching out to the general public, in order to inform it about the
opportunities of the SavingFood project, and engage donors, recipient organisations and volunteers in food
saving and redistribution of surplus food and leftover crops for the benefit of people in need.
The use of explainer videos with a focused and concise script, containing powerful messages about food waste
and all pertinent information about the project in an engaging way, is expected to serve the above-mentioned
objectives.
This first set consists of two generic videos, which seek to raise public awareness -among adults and children
respectively- about the food waste problem and its implications for the economy, the environment and
society. Moreover, it comprises three platform-specific videos:
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#

Concept

Available at:

1

Gleaning

https://youtu.be/_iqtUpTywxU

2

Educational video on food waste
targeted to kids

https://youtu.be/0eqxgvZNn0I

3

Opportunities of the SavingFood
platform

https://youtu.be/FZks4YFFhMo

4

Direct way of saving food

https://youtu.be/GbVu027QDUE

5

Challenges of food waste

https://youtu.be/qgybQsyAY24
Table 1: the first set of five videos (M11)

The current second set comprises five videos that aim at encouraging participation and involvement in food
saving and redistribution activities via the SavingFood platform:
#

Concept

Available at:

6

Farmers’ markets

https://youtu.be/p4w_R5yiZZA

7

SavingFood ambassador

https://youtu.be/wItRFF_jDYw

8

Use of the Platform to save food

https://youtu.be/36LSG1-eQqA

9

Corporate Social Responsibility

https://youtu.be/mGq9wwowgb8

10

Social welfare organisations

https://youtu.be/zkyL9pmrJsI

Table 2: the second set of five videos (M18)

Content and key messages: The script and narration for each of the five videos have been drafted taking into
account the target audience and the objectives they are intended to serve.
In particular, the platform-specific videos rely upon the three final user scenarios, i.e. General Food Rescue,
Farmers Markets and Gleaning scenario, as these have been described in deliverable D2.3, taking also into
account concrete specifications and any updates that have occurred since its submission. Given the fact that
the development of the SavingFood platform is ongoing, the video scripts had to be adjusted to take into
account further specifications regarding the platform features and characteristics.
The videos showcase the possibilities the platform opens up and facilitates for registered users i.e. donors,
recipients and volunteers, and how they can get actively involved in food rescuing and redistribution activities.
Taking into consideration that for some viewers the video content might be their first insight into our project,
the material is intended to serve also as explainer videos, providing an overview and all pertinent information
relating to the SavingFood project.
The choices made in relation to the content, information and design of these informative and motivational
videos are intended to serve the objective of clearly and effectively communicating high impact messages able
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to affect and engage a broad audience. While each video is tailored to the priority and defined target audience,
there are some key messages recurring throughout the video material, since viewers are not necessarily
expected to watch many/all ten videos. These messages include:
SavingFood offers an environmentally and socially responsible solution to the food waste challenge.
Emphasis is placed on the community aspect and the aim of fostering collective action and uniting the
community –residents, local volunteer groups and associations, businesses, social welfare organisations et
al.- under this food saving & offering endeavour.
Food waste occurs throughout the food supply chain (“farm-to-fork”), therefore we are all concerned. But,
we can all be part of the solution. SavingFood makes it easy for us all to contribute towards reducing food
waste and to get involved with the redistribution of surplus food to people in need.
SavingFood provides the opportunity to save all types of food across the entire production and distribution
chain, in an easy, direct and efficient manner.
Through SavingFood donated surplus food reaches the people who really need it and who would otherwise
have little access to such nutritious food. The project creates positive emotions and gives special emphasis
to the equal access to qualitative food.
Use and dissemination: the videos will be accessible to all visitors (anonymous users), in the general section of
the SavingFood platform via a dedicated YouTube channel. They will also be promoted through the project’s
website and social media accounts, as well as the website and social media channels of project partners.
Moreover, pilot partners will integrate the videos in their individual dissemination and communication
activities. In pursuing their efforts to attract and engage new users and to disseminate the project, they will
use the videos in their contacts with target user groups and stakeholders, as these have also been identified
in the framework of D4.1 the Pilot Implementation Plan. The videos will also be used as supporting material in
the framework of the “crowdsourcing campaigns” that will be launched by pilot partners.
Regarding external exploitation, the video material developed will be made available to organisations who
wish to disseminate it, notably food rescue & redistribution initiatives, environmental NGOs, consumer
organisations.
In the following section, the five videos of this deliverable are presented and explained.

3 Motivational videos
3.1

Video #6 Farmers’ markets

This video presents the steps of one of the three final user scenarios, i.e. the Farmers’ market scenario, as
these have been described in deliverable D2.3, taking also into account concrete specifications that have
occurred since its submission.
Target audience: volunteers
Awareness-raising: The video starts by stating that there is always leftover produce at the end of each farmers’
market and raises concern about where these products end up. It then presents how waste can be avoided
with the right action proposed via the SavingFood platform.
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Users’ engagement and motivation: As demonstrated in the video, producers active at a farmers’ market, who
are willing to offer unsold produce do not need to make any arrangements themselves, since everything is
taken care of by the SavingFood coordinator. The latter will take care of coordinating the team of volunteers
for collecting goods from producers’ stands, as well as for the pickup directly by a social welfare organisation
and the distribution to their beneficiaries.
Moreover, emphasis is placed on the fact that the collected fresh fruits and vegetables will reach people in
need, who would otherwise have little or even no access to this kind of –high nutritional value- food products.
The video aims at driving engagement of volunteers, who can find all necessary information in the platform
and even be notified about farmer market events on the basis of their specified preferences. Furthermore, the
video aims to depict this kind of food saving event as a rewarding collective experience, bringing together
persons and actors in the local community.
Recipient organisations can also contribute to tackling food waste of agricultural production by collecting
themselves leftover produce from farmers’ markets in their neighbourhood and distributing it directly to the
people they support.
The video is available via the following link: https://youtu.be/p4w_R5yiZZA

3.2

Video #7 SavingFood ambassador

We decided to include a video regarding the SavingFood ambassador, since we consider that active citizens
can play an essential role in mobilising actors in their neighbourhood, and engaging various user groups in
food saving and redistribution activities through the SavingFood platform.
Target audience: (active) citizens
Users’ engagement and motivation: Viewers of the video, who are concerned about food waste, are urged to
act. SavingFood offers the possibility to actively contribute to reducing food waste, and easing food surplus
redistribution towards vulnerable groups in our society.
Special recognition is given to the SavingFood ambassador and his/her key role is pointed out throughout the
video in mobilising and engaging new donors, recipient organisations (and creating new “bridges” between
them), as well as local volunteer groups and associations to participate in food saving activities (gleaning and
farmers’ market events).
Specific mention is made to the informational material that the “ambassador” will have at his disposal,
including the SavingFood video material hereby presented, in order to convey and spread the message.
Again, the community aspect is highlighted, as well as collective action and endeavour as key elements.
The video is available via the following link: https://youtu.be/wItRFF_jDYw

3.3

Video #8 Use of the Platform to save food

This video aims at providing an overview and pertinent information relating to the SavingFood project and
more specifically to the opportunities promoted via the platform to save and offer food across the entire food
supply chain (“farm to fork”).
Target audience: donors
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Users’ engagement and motivation: SavingFood promotes an operational model apt for all kind of food
producers and businesses, irrespective of the size of their business and the quantity of excess food to be
offered, covering all types of food across the entire supply chain (production, manufacturing and processing,
distribution, food service sector). It offers an easy and effective way to food businesses willing to donate their
surplus food to people in need. This explainer video aims to highlight exactly this aspect.
More specifically, the video material highlights the advantages of the way of operation promoted via the
platform, which facilitates food redistribution and consists in linking directly the donors with the recipients.
Through SavingFood any type of safe for consumption food (fresh-perishable, processed, packaged, prepared
meals) can be saved and donated. Moreover, the donor simply needs to notify the food he wishes to offer and
the rest is taken care of by the SavingFood coordinator, who will identify the most appropriate recipient
organisation and the latter will directly pick up the donation at the donor’s premises and in turn distribute it
immediately to the beneficiaries they support;
The video is available via the following link: https://youtu.be/36LSG1-eQqA

3.4

Video #9 Corporate Social Responsibility

The video is targeted towards driving the participation of primarily food, but also non-food businesses in
donating any excess food to charity via SavingFood, and engaging them in the common endeavour of bringing
about a paradigm shift towards food waste. To this end, the motivational material highlights “good reasons”
to join SavingFood, on the basis of which we expect companies to be more inclined to utilise excess food in a
meaningful way, and in general act towards a pro-social and pro-environmental solution to the food waste
problem.
Target audience: food donors- companies
Users’ engagement and motivation: In addition to presenting direct economic benefits, such as waste disposal
cost saving and possibly fiscal incentives, for which companies may be inclined to adopt the SavingFood
solution for the management of their food surplus, the video relies on the premise that Corporate Social
Responsibility matters to companies. Socially conscious clients and partners do attach great importance and
are willing to reward companies which make a positive societal impact. Equally employees will be happy to get
involved in the meaningful things a company is doing. Active contribution towards a socially and
environmentally responsible solution to the food waste problem can certainly increase employees’
engagement. Companies that identify with the cause of combatting food waste have the opportunity -through
SavingFood- to support vulnerable groups in our society, while at the same time helping the environment.
The video is available via the following link: https://youtu.be/mGq9wwowgb8

3.5

Video #10 Social welfare organisations

This video aims at inducing charitable organisations to get actively involved in surplus food saving &
redistributing activities. In the framework of the operational model promoted by SavingFood, which consists
in linking directly the donors with recipient organisations, the commitment of charities -to go and collect at
the donors’ premises whenever there is surplus food- is of crucial importance.
Target audience: recipient organisations
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Users’ engagement and motivation: The video highlights the benefits for charity organisations joining the
SavingFood community. In particular, they have the possibility to increase the food donations they receive and
diversify the sources and the types of donated food. In turn, they can provide to the persons they support
even food that these persons would otherwise have little or no access to. Moreover, due to the cost saving,
the resources diverted from food supply can be used for covering other of their beneficiaries’ needs. In closing,
by participating in food saving and offering, charity organisations not only ensure that nutritious food is put at
the table for the benefit of people in need, but this way at the same time they will be contributing to reducing
food waste and helping the environment.
The video is available via the following link: https://youtu.be/zkyL9pmrJsI
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